Margie Anich  The Ohio State University (Lima): Department of Theatre

*Current Project:* Creating community-wide education and discussion around a production of the musical "Ragtime".

Dr. Ann Elizabeth Armstrong  Miami University: Department of Theatre

*Current Project:* The Freedom Summer App: a location-based tour and Digital storytelling Partnership to Reduce Infant Mortality

Hazel Black  The Ohio State University: Department of Dance

*Current Project:* Community Engagement in Dance.

Rachel Choto  The Ohio State University: College of Nursing

*Current Project:* I would like to learn more about incorporating theatre for role-playing mitigation of bias in healthcare

Tom Dugdale  The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

*Current Project:* Devised theater project about the Opioid Crisis created with OSU's MFA actors through partnership with a community organization

Moriah Flagler  The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

*Current Project:* Be the Street

Margaret Garland  The Ohio State University: Department of Dance

*Current Project:* Community Engagement in Dance

Jazelynn Goudy  The Ohio State University: Department of Dance

*Current Project:* Community Engagement in Dance

Connor Graham  The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

*Current Project:* Free Fred Brown! is a devised theatre piece about frontline community at the epicenter of economic, racial, and climate justice.
Anna Guse The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

*Current Project:* Based on research I have already conducted, I hope to implement a theatre program within a prison in the future.

Karen Hutzel The Ohio State University: Department of Arts

*Current Project:* As a professor, I hope to draw insight from this workshop for my teaching, and possibly my arts-based research.

Janette Jones Super Art League

*Current Project:* What's Your Super? - combines visual art and public performance for children to spread diversity and inclusion in communities

Kristie Koehler Vuocolo Good Medicine Productions

*Current Project:* Uptown Scrooge is a walking tour adaptation of the Christmas Carol that brings the arts, businesses and community together.

Kristin Kummer Bridgeway Academy

*Current Project:* I am a music therapist running 3 groups for individuals with special needs using musical theater to target social skills.

Gabrielle Laskey The Ohio State University: College of Arts and Sciences

*Current Project:* I am interested in creating a piece of research-based, journalistic-style theatre about suicide crisis in medicine/physicians.

Heidi Madsen Super Art League

*Current Project:* What's Your Super? - combines visual art and public performance for children to spread diversity and inclusion in communities

Dr. Nyama McCarthy-Brown The Ohio State University: Department of Dance

*Current Project:* Community Engagement in Dance

Kevin McClatchy The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

*Current Project:* The Shakespeare and Autism Project and the Shakespeare and Veterans Initiative.
Aubrey Neumann The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

Current Project: Hoping to observe and/or co-facilitate in-school, participatory theatre residencies as part of my dissertation process.

Sarah Neville The Ohio State University: Department of English

Current Project: Lord Denney’s Players is a theatrical group of the OSU English Dept that engages in intensive experiential learning/research.

Amanda Page Mt. Carmel College of Nursing

Current Project: I will be hosting another healthcare storytelling night for students & faculty to tell contemporary healthcare stories on stage

Laura Rodriguez The Ohio State University

Current Project: Community Engagement in Dance

Dr. Cathy Ryan The Ohio State University: Department of English

Current Project: Adaptive Toy Lending Library (Ohio State School for the Blind); Applied Theatre Project w/ Kevin McClatchy

Bill Sabo Columbus Unscripted


Dr. Jen Schlueter The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

Current Project: This conference.

Claire Sweigart The Ohio State University: Office of Service-Learning

Current Project: Supporting development of service-learning courses

Dr. Elizabeth Wellman The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

Current Project: InterACT

Tony White The Ohio State University: Department of Theatre

Current Project: I am currently in the Musical Legally Blonde, and a stage reading for the Black Renaissance festival.
Amy Youngs The Ohio State University: Department of Art

Current Project: Augmented reality app encouraging interactive engagement between humans, trees, and tree data.

Norah Zuniga-Shaw The Ohio State University: Department of Dance/ACCAD

Current Project: One band, two dancers and an unpredictable high priestess of noise confront the precarious present by bringing climate change in